
00:49:46 Taisha FireCircle: Hi sorry my internets having trouble
01:00:04 Taisha FireCircle: Can we not do that again...
01:01:18 A Human:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11idg0PAMy3o7znXEHEQqzbrnFck2CHmInzI46YcRgQg/edit?usp=sharing
01:02:30 A Human:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1EAstPpxRxEYi7_itNFk_zGUqp-UglBwH_pV5X8EwNMY/edit#gid=0
01:09:28 Jessica Townsend 1715: The budget i put in for gypsy did not have a exact break   
   down.. The reason was stated..  I hope to source as much inferstructre  
   second hand.. which is subject to luck, location ect..  so hard to e 
   estermate . 
01:14:35 Jessica Townsend 1715: Sorry ducked away for a sec.. 
01:15:40 Jessica Townsend 1715: Was intrested to see what was happing ..  due to see whats happing  
   and , considering the issues i'v had with the nudget and bendio bank. 
01:17:12 ShardaeReed: Is the cc meeting on yet?
01:17:13 Jessica Townsend 1715: Also Sorry my laptop mic has ceased to acknolage it's existance. 
01:17:23 ShardaeReed: Sorry if Iâ€™m late, got caught at work
01:20:30 Jessica Townsend 1715: Still the budget meetting  shardee.. 
01:21:27 Jessica Townsend 1715: Just supporting the fact this is a on going issue,  things left on site  
   routinly disapear, get damaged if left on site..
01:23:07 Marte 1823:  Hello everyone
01:25:10 ShardaeReed: Thanks for clarifying Jess! Weâ€™ve definitely all been there, but I  
   was told multiple times when I was new that I should just budget to  
   replace stolen goods each year, no offer of reporting system at all
01:25:11 Marte 1823:  I emailed Bike Crew budget application minutes ago.
01:26:00 Jessica Townsend 1715: Nods. . let alone insurance .. 
01:26:55 Jessica Townsend 1715: Insurance would be great but i'm not even sure the current security   
   would be enough for a insurance company . 
01:28:44 ShardaeReed: Not really. The odds that whatever was stolen is still on site are pretty high
01:29:48 ShardaeReed: since tools are packed down in a safe place, then theyâ€™re missing  
   without a padlock next set up
01:33:05 Marte 1823:  Who wants the Bike Crew budget application? 
01:33:52 Kristen Joy 1645: please send all funding applications to applications@dte.coop
01:36:29 Marte 1823:  Sent it to applications@dte.coop seconds ago
01:36:58 Kristen Joy 1645: awesome, thanks Marte
01:37:16 Marte 1823:  Thank you
01:38:46 ShardaeReed: Hey Kristen! I have 3 budgets for you, just waiting on some things
01:38:51 Trevor Pitt 1767 &
  Caryn Kettle 1768: Gidday All, From Trev and Caryn
01:41:50 Kristen Joy 1645: Hi Shardae, all good, there are a few that will come in at the last  
   minute, I'm stationed by the inbox and uploading them asap :)
01:42:01 Kristen Joy 1645: here's what we have so far
01:42:03 Kristen Joy 1645:              
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/19yEocs_HuJm_UAEVDYdvcBEE6XgnDQhh?usp=sharing
01:43:42 Jessica Townsend 1715: Also Sorry my laptop mic has ceased to acknolage it's existance. 
01:44:37 Matt 1707:  Do we have an agenda item for dealing with the Ops budget   
   application?
01:44:41 Kristen Joy 1645: that's a good trick Jess, I'd quite like to do that for about 36 hours or so
01:46:20 Kristen Joy 1645: Hi Matt, all the apps have been uploaded to the folder I posted above,  
   we'll work through them all ... probably not neccessary to have an  
   agenda item for each
01:46:25 Jessica Townsend 1715: hehe :) 
01:47:21 AaronShipperlee: @Matt - Lars has a motion to deal with budgets first
01:47:44 Matt 1707:  Thanks. 
01:48:30 Matt 1707:  also, I sent an email to the CC email list if anyone has any questions about the Ops
budget.
01:48:48 Kristen Joy 1645: I'd rather see silent disco as it was last year rather than doubling in  
   size so we can make sure that other more community based spaces  
   don't miss out
01:49:56 Kristen Joy 1645: budgets come in too late ... we need to start back in november, that  
   gives us time to hold 2 SGM's to appropriate more funds is neccessary
01:50:09 Kristen Joy 1645: *if
01:56:08 Matt 1707:  I need to order some of my equipment with a significant lead time.  
   Some of it I can purchase last minute, some not. I could figure out how  
   much I need now and how much I could afford to buy last minute, if  
   necessary.
01:57:13 Jessica Townsend 1715: I belive that is a common problem Matt .. and the whole reason early  
   budget applicaiton was set up . 
01:57:54 Jessica Townsend 1715: Though the system is working far from smoothly so far. 
01:59:14 Tania Morsman 1820: Ceres can you please turn your video off
01:59:37 Tania Morsman 1820: thank you
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02:04:08 Kristen Joy 1645: apps recieved are uploaded here
02:04:10 Kristen Joy 1645:       
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/19yEocs_HuJm_UAEVDYdvcBEE6XgnDQhh?usp=sharing
02:04:52 John Magor 1841: Re the discussion about whether or not more villages should be   
   funded -vs- someone saying the focus should be on saving money to  
   buy land,surely Confest exists to hold Confest events (as opposed to  
   buying land)?Does it not then follow, that considered and sensible  
   encouragement of growing villages, leads to growing attendees at  
   Confest (as has clearly been the case), which then leads on to more  
   funds woth which to buy land in the future.
02:05:27 Jessica Townsend 1715: I spent ages at the bank yesterdsay trying to sort that out. 
02:06:15 Tania Morsman 1820: guy can you please tun off your video
02:07:15 Matt 1707:  Need a larger appropriation.
02:07:47 Tania Morsman 1820: guy ca you see this message
02:07:54 Jessica Townsend 1715: Yes Tania 
02:08:27 Tania Morsman 1820: lol..sorry Jessica. im trying to get the attention of Guy so he can turn  
   his video off - it chews so muach data
02:08:58 Matt 1707:  Partial budgets put through taken from current appropriation, for time  
   crutical purchases, until sgm can increase allocations to pay ballance  
   if budgets.
02:10:13 Jessica Townsend 1715: are assumed was generic guys .. 
02:12:35 Jessica Townsend 1715: Here 
02:12:48 Jessica Townsend 1715: Thanks 
02:13:06 Scouse 1619: We need to keep enough in the bank so that if we are not granted a  
   Permit then we can purchase land say in Victoria so we can still hold  
   ConFest into the future.
02:13:36 Lars Nissen 1685: Lars is here
02:13:57 Peter Piro:  I wasnt  called out, I'm here
02:16:29 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: Kylie is here too
02:16:38 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: @Coral
02:18:14 Mark Rasmussen: it might be an easier option for everyone to cut 10% from their budgets  
   to acheive $25k and ask for another at the AGM
02:18:17 Kylie:  Hi there, Kylie here from Drumming Village. Wanting to put forward  
   our budget tonight if that's ok :)
02:18:40 Kylie:  Drumming Village is missing. Our is $4,040
02:19:15 Kristen Joy 1645: hi Kylie, I'm watching the inbox, but it hasn't arrived yet
02:19:34 Kylie:  Yes the drumming village is missing
02:21:00 Coral Larke:  Clarify Hive distribution Agenda details: Request clarification on what  
   volunteer groups the Hive Volunteer Kitchen is generally expected to  
   cater for? i.e infrastructure, villages, Arts, members, elders camp etc?  
   (No formalised agreement last year caused significant problems with  
   supplies, transport and standard operations)0000Volunteer list update  
   Agenda details: Asking Volunteer coordinator to provide facilitators  
   with updated list of how many and contact details. To communicate  
   openly and keep facilitators in the loopMotion: volunteer facilitator to  
   improve lines of communication Onsite FuelAgenda details: Currently  
   we have 6 or more people On site without Fuel. There is a large list of  
   jobs to be achieved. These folk are willing and capable of doing this  
   work. Andrew is on site with keys and no fuel. Motion: Give Andrew  
   access to fuel. Machinery AccessAgenda details: Machinery Access  
   approval: Sony Freeman is on site & holds the correct licences & has  
   experience to operate the CAT front end load
02:26:16 Lars Nissen 1685: http://data.dte.org.au/agendaCCfeed.php
02:26:48 Kristen Joy 1645: just uploading the Drumming Village app now
02:35:14 Coral Larke:  Ammendment That the traffic policy is adopted except for the price  
   inclusion 
02:36:05 Kristen Joy 1645: there are a good number of people who camp in their vehicles who do  
   so because they have injuries, illnesses or other health issues and  
   they need to camp in a caravan or van ... we simply can't charge them  
   more to do that
02:36:36 Kristen Joy 1645: that is discrimmination
02:36:40 Woorooma Cottage: Here is the policy:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gc6GXZxvgSH_4ZTmQ4YBC0473ZVDPft9aXb8oQmNsyY/edit?usp=sharing
02:37:17 Coral Larke:  Ammendment That the traffic policy is adopted except for the   
   additional parking fee. 
02:38:39 AaronShipperlee: I see hands
02:38:44 Tania Morsman 1820: i agree Kristen
02:38:53 Tania Morsman 1820: its quite disgusting
02:39:20 John Magor 1841: I agree with Kristen's point above.
02:39:29 Kristen Joy 1645: I object to there being a carpark for rich people plopped in the middle  



   of our gathering site
02:39:30 Scouse 1619: Definitely goes against Disabled People's rights
02:39:46 Tania Morsman 1820: yes it does
02:39:54 Tania Morsman 1820: me too
02:40:01 ShardaeReed: Can there be exemptions for vehicles with disability stickers?
02:40:02 Peter Piro:  I agree with John
02:40:03 Tania Morsman 1820: its obscene and outrageous
02:40:06 Jessica Townsend 1715: agree . 
02:40:38 Elisa Brock:  Shardae not everyone with a disability qualifies for a disability parking  
  permit.
02:41:05 Kristen Joy 1645: Shardae, as it happens through trybooking we don't have the ability to  
   disability parking permits check pension cards
02:41:08 Kristen Joy 1645: etc
02:41:21 Scouse 1619: & Does any other Festival charge for parking ?
02:41:33 ShardaeReed: yes
02:41:51 Tania Morsman 1820: this is not every other gathering
02:41:54 ShardaeReed: many festivals charge for car permits
02:42:06 Scouse 1619: Does any other NFP charge for parking ?
02:42:18 Kristen Joy 1645: no cars-as-cupboards at confest
02:42:23 Lars Nissen 1685: Motion: "that the traffic policy be adopted excluding the clause for paid parking"
02:42:35 Kristen Joy 1645: f'ing gobsmacked I'm even having to say this stuff
02:42:36 Tania Morsman 1820: i second that Lars
02:42:38 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: People with disability have always had a different   
   process. That wouldnâ€™t affect this policy.
02:42:49 Tania Morsman 1820: i know its dso fucking offensicve
02:44:51 Peter Piro: good point
02:45:01 Woorooma Cottage: my hand is up
02:45:17 ShardaeReed: Charging car permits encourages car pooling, reduces vehicle impact  
   on the site, improves public safety. I donâ€™t think its as expensive as  
   20 a permit tho, certainly not 50
02:46:03 Kristen Joy 1645: car parking is free and happens in the carpark
02:46:07 Tania Morsman 1820: ;)
02:46:10 Kristen Joy 1645: not in our gathering space
02:46:21 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: re: disability - different process entirely. They submit a  
   form, and itâ€™s managed by First Aid.
02:46:56 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: Whoâ€™s going to administer it if people change their  
   mind re: parking areas?
02:47:07 Ellen Brogan 1710: I agree that its too close to the Gathering to introduce this cost to our  
   community. I agree that people with injuries may not have disability  
   permits and could fall between all the gaps. I also see the validity in  
   trying to address the issues that occured with the cars cluttering up the  
   locations near the forest...it was a real issue for safety
02:47:22 Marte 1823:  cars ay night
02:47:25 Marte 1823:  at
02:47:35 Kristen Joy 1645: there were'nt enough vols at welcome gate last year, that is the point  
   at which to fix the problem
02:47:53 Marte 1823:  choking dust
02:48:38 Lars Nissen 1685: Motion: "that the traffic policy be adopted excluding the clause for paid  
   parking"
02:48:41 Ellen Brogan 1710: I agree with a deterant but a blanket charge to all is not the way to  
   address it. This needs thorough thought.
02:49:08 John Magor 1841: Whether or not charging new fees is (I think) less of an issue as is the  
   issue of introducing them this late - so ridiculuosly close to start   
   date.Maybe introduce seperate areas as has been proposed this year  
   - with very clear information about charges to be introduced next year.
02:49:19 Ellen Brogan 1710: I agree Lars and Coral - similar ammendments
02:49:27 Mark Rasmussen: Give us a better alternative Elee. If you can it doesnt solve the problem
02:49:41 Mark Rasmussen: Cant
02:49:44 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: Hand up
02:49:53 ShardaeReed: Side note on Kristens Comment about welcome being under-staffed:   
   Volunteer numbers are an issue only because recruitment has not  
   been prioritised. Volunteer coordinators can only direct those   
   interested. They are not involved in recruitment.
02:50:07 ShardaeReed: <3
02:50:40 Ellen Brogan 1710: Shardae agree on needing to prioritise recruitment
02:51:24 Ellen Brogan 1710: Kate....many new people arrive thousands who dont know about the  
   First Aid process and this info may leave those people waiting
02:51:37 Ellen Brogan 1710: at the Welcome Gate
02:52:57 Ellen Brogan 1710:  That map does not show the Aboriginal Heritage Zones which are no  
   camping no cars



02:52:57 Lars Nissen 1685: please put the motion.
02:53:00 Br John 0000: Will First Aid have staff at ticketing point to vet requests for disability  
   entry, or do requesters get to drive to First Aid for vetting?  
02:53:34 Ellen Brogan 1710: You can have a car register with no charge
02:54:07 Tania Morsman 1820: i agree elle
02:54:22 Tania Morsman 1820: lol @ Mark
02:55:12 Marte 1823:  put the motion
02:56:33 Kristen Joy 1645: can it be reworded from "with their vehicle" to "in their vehicle"?
02:57:37 Kristen Joy 1645: and campervans worth $500
02:57:43 Kristen Joy 1645: seriously
02:58:32 Tania Morsman 1820: sounds so cmplicated
02:59:38 Kristen Joy 1645: because it applies to tickets at the gate does not neccessarily mean it  
   applies to vehicle-camping or parking next to your tent
02:59:54 Woorooma Cottage: Tania have a read in your leasure:
https://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/4853627/2019-Autumn-ConFest-Induction
03:00:23 Mark Rasmussen: Ultimately, we need a way to keep all the cars out of car-free. Its that  
   simple
03:00:25 John Magor 1841: I agree - what about Utilities with canopies in which people sleep (as  
   do I).Why (and how) can a car with a tent perched on top of it be  
   deemed a  more 'valid' way to live than is a well set up Ute with a fitted  
   canopy or tarp?
03:00:32 Kristen Joy 1645: with 7,000 + people the site size is hugely increased if there are a  
   heap of cars-as-cupboards in the gathering site
03:00:33 Ellen Brogan 1710: The Map does not designate the no camping no cars in the Aboriginal  
   Heritage Zones
03:01:18 Mark Rasmussen: People who dont like the policy need to offer a better alternative that  
   works. Its no good just saying "no"
03:01:46 Kristen Joy 1645: it was a big problem some years ago with half the attendance   
   numbers, that is why we've put in a concerted effort to hold the line of  
   no parking in the gathering site
03:01:49 Peter Piro:  People who hitch are less likly to take all their rubbish home with them.
03:02:09 Ellen Brogan 1710: Lars and Coral have offered an ammendment for this year and we can  
   phase in charges with more thought...what about a car register with no  
   charge
03:02:41 Robin Macpherson: ok its privileged parking
03:02:44 ShardaeReed: People who hitch donâ€™t bring large amounts of waste with them
03:02:48 ShardaeReed: cars do
03:02:49 Kristen Joy 1645: I used to trolley my gear and my kid into site, no shuttle buses back  
  then
03:02:54 ShardaeReed: @peter piro
03:03:33 John Magor 1841: And maybe a comittee also needs to be aware of the needs of the participants (as 
   opposed to the other way around?)This is a genuine question - where does one 
   begin, and the other end?
03:03:57 Mark Rasmussen: Yes, Kristen. It is doable
03:04:36 Tania Morsman 1820: I agree Shardaethat would be a given actually
03:07:19 Woorooma Cottage: Yep, the maps will be corrected
03:07:46 Peter Piro:  Great point Elle
03:07:49 ShardaeReed: I need to leave soon just in case three infrastructure budgets come up later in the
meeting
03:10:04 Ellen Brogan 1710: To the people  who did the induction fantastic evolution of process
03:10:10 ShardaeReed: Yeah looks that way. There are set up volunteers interested in facilitating teams but
not during the year stuff
03:10:44 ShardaeReed: hoping to either hand over to the right person or switch back after the Hive is
running itself
03:12:24 ShardaeReed: re:cooking circles
03:13:15 Peter Piro:  Agreed
03:13:17 Robin Macpherson: agree with kate
03:13:55 ShardaeReed: agree with kate
03:14:04 Br John 0000: agree with Kate, too 
03:14:13 AaronShipperlee: Thanks everyone for being collegial
03:15:13 Lars Nissen 1685: Motion: "that the traffic policy be adopted excluding the clause for paid parking"
03:15:55 Br John 0000: Can we be flexible enough to go with the intent of the motion? 
03:16:41 Woorooma Cottage: Write it down Robin!
03:16:45 Kristen Joy 1645: it did get passed, but it should have been presented to the cc well before that 
   meeting to give time for discussion and improvements prior to the meeting
03:17:16 A Human:  Motion - We amend the traffic policy to remove the clauses concerning fees for this 
   years confest
03:17:25 A Human:  do I have a seconder?
03:17:35 Scouse 1619: I second it
03:17:46 A Human:  Motion - We amend the traffic policy to remove the clauses concerning parking  



   fees for this years confest
03:17:54 Kristen Joy 1645: we'd save ourselves a lot of time and grief at meetings if we can stick to that
proccess of prior discussions
03:18:22 John Magor 1841: I also second the motion as presented above by 'A Human'.
03:19:55 Kristen Joy 1645: having to stop a very full meeting so that everyone can read a policy doc for the first
time is not a sensible process
03:20:43 Woorooma Cottage: A vehicle permit for access camping area will cost $20 per vehicle.A vehicle permit 
   for stay-put camping area will cost $50 per vehicle. 
03:20:55 A Human:  We amend the traffic policy to replace Parking fees 20 with 0 and 50 with 0  in the 
   clauses concerning fees for this years confest
03:21:38 Coral Larke: Motion:   That the Traffic Policy is adopted but with a zero value price.  
03:21:59 Kristen Joy 1645: sigh
03:22:11 Woorooma Cottage: Motion "to amend traffic policy to make all vehicle permits zero cost for 2019
Autumn ConFest"
03:22:13 Tania Morsman 1820: omg
03:22:23 Woorooma Cottage: How is that?
03:22:23 Tania Morsman 1820: i know what you are saying Mark
03:23:33 Kristen Joy 1645: we are making a motion to amend a policy, we are allowed to amend and evolve 
   our policies over time as circumstances change or improvements are found
03:23:59 Kristen Joy 1645: insisting that once we approve a policy that it is set in concrete for all eternity is
absurd
03:24:04 Tania Morsman 1820: We amend the traffic policy to replace Parking fees 20 with 0 and 50 with 0  in the 
   clauses concerning fees for this years confest
03:25:54 AaronShipperlee: MOTION SUGGESTION (A vehicle permit for access camping area will cost $20 
   per vehicle.
   A vehicle permit for stay-put camping area will cost $50 per vehicle.
03:26:20 Grant Waldram: Tania, all that would happen is someone would take the whole existing policy, 
   amend those two lines, and then put the whole new policy to be adopted.
03:26:43 Kylie:  Hey everyone, is the Village budget going to be discussed tonight? I need to get up 
   early for work tomorrow morning :)
03:26:43 Scouse 1619: Surely with 500 Volunteers we can assign a few more to Traffic Management to 
   prevent cars going where they should not go !!!
03:26:52 AaronShipperlee: SUGGESTIONS FOR THE REWORDING THE  POLICY AS FOLLOWS:  A vehicle
   permit for access camping area will cost $0 per vehicle.
   A vehicle permit for stay-put camping area will cost $0 per vehicle.
03:27:19 Tania Morsman 1820: thank you Grant
03:27:38 Marte 1823:  2 hours into the meeting
03:27:59 Tania Morsman 1820: Kylie this is quite normal
03:28:16 Tania Morsman 1820: i love DTE
03:28:29 Marte 1823:  adding this to my timesheet
03:28:34 Kylie:  Ok, I'll be patient lol
03:28:36 Tania Morsman 1820: haha
03:28:40 Tania Morsman 1820: lol
03:28:42 A Human:  We amend the traffic policy to replace Parking fees 20 with 0 and 50 with 0  in the 
   clauses concerning fees for this years confest
03:29:00 Tania Morsman 1820: i have an affirmation in front of me - I AM AT PEACE
03:29:03 Darrylle Ryan: second
03:29:20 Grant Waldram: :) Tania can I have a copy?
03:29:45 Jessica Townsend 1715: Dose it count if this is the third meeting attened ? 
03:29:48 Tania Morsman 1820: LOL...ILL BE HOLING WORKSHOPS ON AFFIRMATIONS LOL
03:29:54 Tania Morsman 1820: OOPS BIG LETTERS
03:30:04 Tania Morsman 1820: it should Jessica
03:30:04 Marte 1823: I object
03:30:11 Kristen Joy 1645: the ideal process for creating policy is to start by simply documenting what is  
   already happening, what are the decision consistently made by the relevent  
   committee, anything further needs to be thouroughly discussed by that committee
03:30:17 Grant Waldram: Jessica yes
03:30:20 Woorooma Cottage: Troy: I object
03:31:07 Taisha FireCircle: Can we potentially have this for another time so we can address more urgent 
   Agenda Items?????
03:31:18 Woorooma Cottage: Agree with Taisha
03:31:52 Woorooma Cottage: We are fiddling while Rome burns
03:32:09 Woorooma Cottage: Absolute madness
03:32:10 Tania Morsman 1820: its in motion!
03:32:31 Grant Waldram: it will be over soon Woorooma
03:32:53 Lars Nissen 1685: Lars Yes
03:33:18 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: Yes
03:34:34 Darrylle Ryan: yes
03:35:01 Jessica Townsend 1715: I think i'v been to three now. 
03:35:48 Marte 1823:  me too



03:36:54 Marte 1823:  as the budget blows out we give up income
03:37:34 ShardaeReed: This happens every year
03:37:38 ShardaeReed: just sayinh
03:38:44 ShardaeReed: And every year Guy is given another chance to abandon Traffic Management at an 
   inconvenient time frame....just saying
03:39:35 GUY WILDEY: come see my work load. thanx
03:40:04 ShardaeReed: maybe next year that changes?  Guy I will let volunteer coords know you wonâ€™t 
   be managing traffic for set up. Please submit a volunteer form if you want to  
   participate in general set up
03:40:05 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: @Shardaeâ€¦ thatâ€™s not ok to say.
03:40:38 AaronShipperlee: Lots to do folks
03:40:47 John Magor 1841: So, after that hour and seven minutes, we end up with exactly the same structure in
   place, but not the money - so Mark - I fail to understand why your response is 
   offering people who voted against what you want to take a shift on gate?Almost 
   passive - aggressive?(yep, before you respond, I'll say it for you "yeah, why don't 
   you come to more meetings"?
03:40:54 A Human:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1EAstPpxRxEYi7_itNFk_zGUqp-UglBwH_pV5X8EwNMY/edit#gid=0 - Another 
   way of looking at our budgets, breaks it into Emergency areas,   
   InfrastructureCrew/Artv/Villages etc
03:40:55 Tania Morsman 1820: i dropped out what was the verdict please
03:41:08 A Human:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11idg0PAMy3o7znXEHEQqzbrnFck2CHmInzI46YcRgQg/edit#
03:41:15 A Human:  Possible outline
03:41:20 Tania Morsman 1820: i got it ta
03:41:34 Scouse 1619: Cut off all Contingencies and cut 10% off all Budgets
03:41:40 Taisha FireCircle: Just to balance out, with the support and organisation of Traffic, it's not been a 
   desireable position for the last few years. It's been receieving less and less support 
   or "2 hour" volunteers interest-Will definitely need a make-over and I can see why 
   anyone in this facilitator role would retire.I'm actually amazed Guy's gone back to it 
   each year.
03:41:43 AaronShipperlee: @ Tania - 13 for, 4 against: PBM
03:42:04 Scouse 1619: Cut off all Contingencies and cut 10% off all Budgets
03:42:17 Tania Morsman 1820: thank you aaron
03:43:20 ShardaeReed: Kate: Its not my personal opinion, just letting those who havenâ€™t been witness to
   it know, that this is at least a 4 year trend, I can confirm and so can Emma, Taisha 
   and Juliet
03:44:30 Robin Macpherson: i have myhan d up
03:44:54 Lars Nissen 1685: delete Silent Disco
03:45:09 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: hand up
03:45:49 ShardaeReed: delete Arts
03:45:56 AaronShipperlee: Chair see Kate
03:46:43 AaronShipperlee: CALM down everyone.  We did this shaving a few years ago and was successful
03:46:56 Tania Morsman 1820: would you care to expand on thea Shardae/
03:47:06 Tania Morsman 1820: that
03:47:10 Taisha FireCircle: I'd say don't delete anyone.Revise ALL budgets that aren't broken down and
itemized.
03:47:49 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: 24k
03:47:58 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: around double
03:48:02 Marte 1823:  Trojan 3 piece plier set 29.90Stanley 567 g 20oz fibreglass curved claw hammer 
   9.98Syneco 20m x 48mm black anti-slip tape 30.00Irwin vise grip 175mm curved 
   jaw locking pliers 24.85Spear & Jackson 18 tine landscapers rake with spreading 
   bar 32.98Sika 300ml white sikaseal roof and gutter silicon sealant 10.97ea x 6 
   65.82Repco tube repair kit @ $2.50ea x 16 40.00Repco deluxe BMX hand grips 
   @$10ea x 10 pairs 100.00Repco kids combi lock @ $8ea x 10 80.00Dunn  
   hacksaw 12.50Handyman wire brush 4 row 5.00Dunn 13pc screwdriver set  
   16.00Builders edge safety 1.0m x 35m 100gm orange mesh safety fence  
   26.25Sidchrome 31 piece 1/2" drive socket set 124.00Dulux duramax 340g gloss 
   spray paint - fish pond 12.40Dulux duramax 300g high visability spray paint - pink 
   19.90White knight strokes 100ml cherry red enamel paint 11.00Inox 300g aerosol 
   lubricant can @ $11ea x 4 44.00Smart home products 250mm white releasable 
   cable tie 25pk @$6x4 24.00Craftright 460mm powdercoated tool box 16.98+
03:48:50 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: 24000
03:49:24 ShardaeReed: Shaving Infrastructure is a joke. I get it has to happen now its too late but we can 
   expect noticeable festival disfunction as a result
03:49:34 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: I agree. Shaving infrastructure is wrong.
03:49:58 Tania Morsman 1820: John please do not privately message me and tell me I'm being provocative - i find 
   that unnacceptable
03:51:07 Matt 1707:  Robin's making a good point.Major build items are not CC business.
03:53:29 ShardaeReed: John seriously?



03:53:38 Kristen Joy 1645: sooooo .... how about we get this process going much earlier next time..... ? I get 
   that there are areas that must happen for DA compliance etc, they can also be the 
   bigger budgets .... they need to be in no later than the end of november ..... we 
   kneecap ourselves every year by simply leaving things too late
03:54:06 Taisha FireCircle: I second Tania. Any personal messaging outside this chat that is inapproprate, 
   aggressive in reference to this meeting (Especially during) should be reportable, 
   and those reported be held accountable.
03:54:07 John Magor 1841: Mark accidently posted this to me privately - surely  Mark, you're more than  
   prepared to say it pubicly?I've screen shot it for you - it's so eloquent and supportive
   it deserves to be saved.Quote"Little manYou are a fucking insignificant  areshole"
03:54:59 Matt 1707:  That's not ok ...
03:55:13 Ellen Brogan 1710: Aaron a few years ago we shaved off Villages, Activity Spaces. Each applicant gave
   %10 to my recollection, but that was at the end of the Funding approval meeting 
   AND prior to final approval of all budgets. Troy kept a live tally so we knew the 
   budget spend.  Shaving off Operations Budgets is historically problematic. We 
   really need to be separating out Operations from ALL other budgets and these get 
   funds get put aside based on previous funding
03:55:41 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: Agree with Elle
03:55:50 Tania Morsman 1820: i agrree elle
03:55:53 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: That was going to be my point
03:55:57 AaronShipperlee: @ Elle - I thought it was a good process
03:55:59 Matt 1707:  We want to estimate up when it comes to food. Don't fuck with workers caloric
intake. Some of us lose weight as it is.
03:56:27 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: Itâ€™s  a fine line
03:56:34 Tania Morsman 1820: yep
03:56:47 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: Agree with Matt
03:57:05 Elisa Brock:  Last year there wasn't enough food.
03:57:40 Lars Nissen 1685: It's cold late in April less ice required
03:58:03 Ellen Brogan 1710: Hey Aaron I thought so too....I can see the evolution of getting the budgets in earlier
   this is good step forward for Villages to get their money earlier but we need to 
   quarantine the Operations Funds in advance perhaps
03:58:16 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: Agree again with Elle
03:58:25 Kristen Joy 1645: I'd like us to get as far away from a competitive scenario as possible when we are 
   considering budgets, we have the money, why do we have the money? to put on 
   confest. The key point at which to fix this is to start much earlier ..
03:58:50 Taisha FireCircle: Elisa: Last year there was a mix-up between Arts and Hub.Hub was directed and 
   adopted at last minute with a last minute budget for food. I'd imagine this year it's 
   substantially better organised.
03:59:21 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: And we should be having a GM
03:59:26 Marte 1823:  What is the hive?
03:59:41 Br John 0000: Volunteers' kitchen
03:59:59 Marte 1823:  Isn't that the hub?
04:00:00 Jessica Townsend 1715: This process seems biased againt people who have bothered to attened more 
   meetings as well as putting in thier budgets. 
04:00:02 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: Mate - > workers kitchen -> volunteerâ€™s kitchen ->  the Hub -> the
Hive
04:00:08 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: (Marte)
04:00:11 Taisha FireCircle: Hub was Renamed "The Hive" to encourage the ethos that it's explicitly for  
   Volunteer workers.
04:00:20 Tania Morsman 1820: the Hi Five Hive Hub!
04:03:10 Ellen Brogan 1710: Love the 'Hive' ethos
04:03:25 Kristen Joy 1645: Jess, I'm guessing that we'll get in touch with others to see where they can shave
off too
04:04:07 Tania Morsman 1820: Just to clarify for someone so he isnt the one being singled out - I was talking about
   Bthr John - Sorry JOhn some one questioned me and pointed out there are more 
   than one John
04:04:33 CERES Venue: we not here to talk about radio stations etc
04:05:00 Jessica Townsend 1715: :)  i'd hops so  .. but i'v learned not to trust logic ../coman sence in this context.   
04:05:27 Kristen Joy 1645: nod, understandably
04:05:56 A Human:  I think we can save  lot of time and vote on the GM approach for an extra 100k
04:07:23 ShardaeReed: Troy can we keep the Hive food at 16K? Worried I may have under-estimated and
04:07:29 Mark Rasmussen: People, you dont seem to understand that we cant ask for $90k at the next AGM. If 
   people are so ignorant that they cant offer back any of their budgets then a  
   percenatge of 10% will be taken
04:07:31 Matt 1707:  For the record, I support an increase in appropriations. I will be attending the SGM 
   to vote for that.Given what we expect the festival to bring in in terms of ticket sales, 
   and given that we're making capital investments, I believe a larger spend is  
   reasonable.
04:09:16 Kylie Drumming Village: What he said !!!
04:09:19 Mark Rasmussen: Funny dont you think? The same people that wont support a ticket increase are the 



   same people who have the biggest increase in their budgets. What part of this ma
   makes sense?
04:09:43 A Human:  I want ticket price revisited
04:09:51 A Human:  should be `130 and 160
04:09:56 A Human:  sorry 180
04:10:14 Mark Rasmussen: Robin, as usual you are too klate
04:10:31 A Human:  Your actually not funny anymore mark
04:10:44 Mark Rasmussen: No, I am desperate
04:10:55 Mark Rasmussen: its not a joke Robin
04:11:02 John Magor 1841: and - in the interest of clarity, Mark also sent me this:"try and take me on and see 
   how it ends up for you".If anyone thinks it's inappropriate foe me to share this, I'd 
   argue it's far more divisive, abusive and inappropriate to send it privately - or, for 
   that matter - at all.Mark - if you're prepared to bully people- keep it public.
04:11:34 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: Sorry about First Aid people - last year there was stuff we didnâ€™t 
   have that we needed, stuff that we ran out of, thereâ€™s stuff that needs replacing.
   The year before was over $21k. The infrastructure one shouldnâ€™t count. The 
   money has to come from somewhere though.
04:11:38 Mark Rasmussen: Take it out on me, But it doesnt solve the proiblem
04:11:38 A Human:  Its in the chat as example Joh, Alls cool
04:12:28 Mark Rasmussen: No ticket increase. Big budget increase. Please work out this problem those that 
   voted against a ticket increrase
04:12:53 Kylie Drumming Village: Hey everyone, I am going to have to sign off. I have a cold and need to get a good 
   nights sleep so I can go to work tomorrow. My budget is less this year than last 
   years so I am hoping it will be ok. Sorry, but I don't have any more energy left. 
04:12:54 Kristen Joy 1645: there is no reason that we can't go to an sgm and request a further approriation if 
   we have not appropriated enough .... in the meantime it make sense to look at 
   where economies can be made in case that appropriation is not successful ...... 
04:12:56 Mark Rasmussen: "Crickets"
04:13:34 Mark Rasmussen: oh yes, lets just ask for more money. Thats all we need to do
04:13:55 Kristen Joy 1645: remeber that our initial appropriation is made before any applications have been put
   in, at best it's an educated guess, but it is still a guess ....
04:14:42 Ellen Brogan 1710: That is true Kristen
04:15:15 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: Oh and I forgot that I didnâ€™t see Bins / Waste budget in there.
04:15:36 ShardaeReed: yeah jesus, whereâ€™s waste?
04:16:29 Matt 1707:  Agreed Kristen.When we set the appropriation it was a guestimate. There's no 
   reason to now treat it as if it's some kind of holy writ.
04:16:50 Ellen Brogan 1710: So its looking like the outsourcing of paid Security and paid Traffic Mmt has added 
   a huge excess. These things should be applied for to SGM as outsourced  
   expenditure
04:16:59 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: Bins
04:17:02 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: CWS bills
04:17:06 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: And other associated costs
04:17:13 Tania Morsman 1820:  yep i agree Elle
04:17:22 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: $1k and something
04:17:33 ShardaeReed:  Straw for Compost- Asset management??
04:17:35 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: But that wasnâ€™t enough
04:17:41 Ellen Brogan 1710:  Not that I disagree with paying for those items per say just that they
amount to over 30k in total
04:17:47 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: So weâ€™d need to do it per unit rather than what our last bill was
04:17:57 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: RE: SDIâ€™m concerned re: SD not just from a financial perspective 
    but from the issues that may go along with having 500 headsets
04:18:07 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: /people
04:18:43 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: No way. Itâ€™ll be more.
04:19:17 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: Get our last bill and compare prices. Plus we need more bins.
04:20:15 Jessica Townsend 1715:  and to sort out who will be sorting .. 
04:22:44 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: Deep cycle battery - Iâ€™m thinking it might be more than $100??
04:22:51 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: Muddy is going to find out if he needs it
04:23:30 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: Muddy wants to know if his budget is ok
04:26:01 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: Is Open Stage in green?
04:26:08 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: Is it up for discussion tonight?
04:26:32 Jessica Townsend 1715:  Is this process redundant ,, if it still endeds up in a blow out ? 
04:26:49 Mark Rasmussen:  Yes Jessica
04:26:52 Elisa Brock:   Open stage is black, for $1000
04:28:38 Kristen Joy 1645:  there are only a handful of spaces that have a kitchen, or are in a 
    location where they can have a kitchen ... we do need to find an  
    answer for that
04:30:22 Taisha FireCircle:  thanks guys
04:30:27 Jessica Townsend 1715:  Not everyone whaant to go to arts. 
04:30:33 Tania Morsman 1820:  that was awesome
04:31:00 Kristen Joy 1645:  and yes, even those with a kitchen don't have that kitchen at the very 



    beginning and end because it's packed away
04:31:15 Ellen Brogan 1710:  Hi Shardae As parent worker I didnt have an independent budget for 
    food but I just dont have the time to cook for my child whilst  
    Volunteering. Is there some method I can be assured my child is 
    allocated a meal? As a Sole %100 Parent its tricky. Grace is happy to 
    do wash up or prep for a few hours or be allocated a daily task
04:31:17 Jessica Townsend 1715:  Oh like last year,, huge water issues.. 
04:31:27 Jessica Townsend 1715:  Yes. 
04:31:40 Jessica Townsend 1715:  I'd preferr to keep it that way for now.  
04:31:41 Marte 1823:   Bike crew's budget is FANTASTIC!
04:31:42 Tania Morsman 1820:  Kristen send to arts
04:31:56 Jessica Townsend 1715:  Tania thats not always a good option . 
04:32:06 Kristen Joy 1645:  I feel pretty confident about water this year
04:32:44 Tania Morsman 1820:  well you may need to find another optionJessica 
04:33:20 ShardaeReed:  The Hub had a strict rule last year that anyone from Villages can eat at
    the Hub as a last resort. Even villages with independent food budgets 
    ate at the Hub because of timing issues. No volunteer was turned 
    away and the Hive will stay that way
04:34:07 Kristen Joy 1645:  ! <3 !
04:34:49 ShardaeReed:  Jessica villages not wanting to eat at Arts can notify the Hive of  
    numbers and we will make that amount of food :)
04:35:05 Tania Morsman 1820:  awesome Shardae
04:35:19 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: Theres one here
04:35:21 Kate Sarah Shapiro @ Ceres: At CERES
04:36:04 Ellen Brogan 1710:  Hi Shardae...Grace went a few times without me as I was still working 
    and was questioned so she felt afraid to challenge different people 
    each time. She was fed by Arts on these occassion but that was after 
    she had walked up to Hub to meet me for dinner. Can she be assigend
    a daily task to meet the Volunteers requirement etc?
04:36:18 ShardaeReed:  Kristen: Budget applications for Cooking Circles and Hive should be on
    your doorstep
04:37:01 Jessica Townsend 1715:  Shardaee i can't speak for everyone at the village just my slef.
04:38:10 Kristen Joy 1645:  thanks Shardae
04:39:10 Tania Morsman 1820:  thats great Chris
04:40:10 ShardaeReed:  Iâ€™m leaving the meeting now. Have to go make dinner and sleep 
    before work.
04:40:20 Tania Morsman 1820:  good night
04:40:31 Jessica Townsend 1715:  thanks for you work Shardae. 
04:40:35 Jessica Townsend 1715:  night night. 
04:41:36 Matt 1707:   How did we come up with the original appropriation figure?Without 
    rehashing the minutiae, broadly speaking, what was the process? 
    What was it based on?
04:41:41 Ellen Brogan 1710:  Night Everyone...need to go now
04:42:00 Tania Morsman 1820:  good nght
04:42:05 ShardaeReed:  Elle- Grace can send in a volunteer form if possible and that way 
    sheâ€™ll be in the system. Otherwise as you said it will be regulated 
    by different volunteers that may not recognise informal volunteer 
    tasks..
04:42:28 ShardaeReed:  Night :)
04:49:22 Kristen Joy 1645:  thanks John
04:49:33 Matt 1707: <3
04:49:55 Woorooma Cottage:  use the word 'sorry'
04:50:36 Kristen Joy 1645:  people disagreeing with you is not provoking you
04:51:02 Kristen Joy 1645:  you really really need to get that Mark
04:51:07 Taisha FireCircle:  Marte, Hive is the Volunteer Kitchen.
04:51:27 Marte 1823:   Budgets outstanding
04:51:56 Marte 1823:   Hive is a small red lump that itches
04:52:14 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  But itâ€™s also where bees hang out
04:52:21 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  And itâ€™s busy
04:52:28 Tania Morsman 1820:  busy bees
04:52:29 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  And they make honey there
04:52:32 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  And yummy things
04:54:06 Marte 1823:   Do budgets in order of size starting with the smallest

 04:54:20 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  Thereâ€™s some that are not â€œnice to havesâ€
04:54:46 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  While some of the ones already approved are not-core
04:54:51 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  eg. Site Ops
04:54:53 Marte 1823:   you can tell that from the size
04:55:57 Darrylle Ryan:  have to go NIGHT ALL Ice man
04:56:00 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  Site Ops = Essential Emergency Services
04:56:08 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  category



04:56:22 Kristen Joy 1645:  there's stuff that needs to happen for confest to happen, but we still 
    need to be properly respectful to the things that make confest confest 
    .... 7,000 people don't drive for 5+ hours for the toilets.....
04:56:32 Tania Morsman 1820:  lol
04:57:01 Marte 1823:   11 hours from here
04:57:24 Kristen Joy 1645:  and as I said before, but this time with more emphasis can we please 
    start as much of this as possible much earlier next year
04:57:30 CERES Venue:  zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
04:57:47 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  The zzzzzzz was from Guy btw
04:57:51 AaronShipperlee:  wake up CERES ;)
04:57:57 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  Heâ€™s asleep
04:58:06 Tania Morsman 1820:  lol
04:58:09 Marte 1823:   Bike Crew budget
04:58:41 Marte 1823:   How come the big budgets end with a string of zeros?
04:58:52 Tania Morsman 1820:  i don't know
04:58:59 Marte 1823:   Contingencies?
04:59:30 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  What was the budget deadline?
04:59:34 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  For villages?
04:59:37 Marte 1823:   no specifics and itemised quotes
04:59:57 Scouse 1619:  Looking like a $575,000 ConFest !
04:59:57 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  Itâ€™s reasonable that any village that handed it in after cut off is 
    provisional?
05:00:17 Marte 1823:   pages of unsubstantiated scribble
05:00:29 Kristen Joy 1645:  there isn't a cut off, we were approving budgets up to a few weeks 
    before
05:00:39 Kristen Joy 1645:  gates open
05:00:54 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  Agree totally
05:01:16 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  Thatâ€™s exactly what Iâ€™m doing
05:01:30 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  Great idea Matt
05:01:57 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  And hard rubbish and dumpster diving peoples!!!! :D :D :D
05:03:59 Matt 1707:   How much do we earn from a Confest? Is it more or less than we're 
    spending on running the Confest?Using that logic, an even larger 
    appropriation could be justified. Especially if factoring in capital  
    purchases which will have benefits spread out over many years.
05:04:15 Jessica Townsend 1715:  Hard rubbish and dumpster are fantaskic...  but it takes dedication,,  
    time and fuel.. and approite pic up verical . 
05:05:32 Marte 1823:   all the bikes are hard rubbish
05:05:37 Jessica Townsend 1715:  and and fix it know how.    time ect ect....  so a lot of ideals. 
05:06:06 Jessica Townsend 1715:  I'm not suprised  .. i'm sure somone with all the things above aquired 
    them. 
05:06:38 A Human:   So how did we have revenue for parking in a budget drawn up ages 
    ago with a decision made 6 days ago?
05:07:31 A Human:   Appropriations were a total stuff up
05:10:10 Woorooma Cottage:  @Robin: the board should appointed a bookkeeper over 6 months ago
05:10:15 Marte 1823:   Blackboard from Mr Squiggle says "HURRY UP"
05:11:01 Mark Rasmussen:  "Yes Miss Jane"
05:11:05 Tania Morsman 1820:  im actually wondering if the silent disco can ask thier paid workers if 
    they will volunteer instead
05:11:12 A Human:   Wasnâ€™t on the board 6 months ago
05:11:17 Tania Morsman 1820:  thank yu Kate
05:11:49 Marte 1823:   "Upside down miss Jane"
05:11:49 A Human:   Doing  my best in bringing transparency to the appropriations and 
    budget processes
05:12:33 Kristen Joy 1645:  pretty sure sd don't have paid workers, spent a lot of time explaining 
    the village volunteer process to them last year, they include their vols 
    in the application because they don't pay attention to the villages group
    which is where the info is
05:13:40 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  Iâ€™m genuinely concerned about the implications and that does 
    have budget impact
05:13:50 Tania Morsman 1820:  yep
05:14:22 CERES Venue:  conflict of intrest
05:14:28 CERES Venue:  *guy
05:14:40 Tania Morsman 1820:  clearly
05:16:03 Marte 1823:   I didn't include paying myself in my budget
05:17:20 CERES Venue:  yes 
05:17:41 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  thatâ€™s a Yes Troy
05:17:47 Kristen Joy 1645:  I've just had a good look at the sd budget, there is nothing about 
    paying staff....
05:18:15 Tania Morsman 1820:  thank yu Kristen perhaps paying themselves for the rental might have 
    been my misunderstanding



05:18:49 Marte 1823:   Well of course they would'nt flat out say they were paying themselves
at SD
05:18:49 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  Elle has done everything from signage to aboriginal relationship to kids
    clubsâ€¦ how do we possibly know what itâ€™s for?
05:19:03 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  Her projects are very diverse.
05:19:14 Tania Morsman 1820:  what are you talking about Kate?

 05:19:33 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  Elleâ€™s budget of $335 for â€œInfrastructureâ€ . Whatâ€™s
 â€œinfrastructureâ€ ?

05:19:48 Tania Morsman 1820:  ahh
 05:20:07 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  Like if it was â€œInfrastructureâ€  and it had my name beside it, we 

    could possibly assume it might be for First Aid, but I donâ€™t think we
    could even guess with Elle. We really need to ask her the question.
05:20:24 Tania Morsman 1820:  yes
05:20:53 Marte 1823: approved 
05:25:28 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  Muddyâ€™s querying Tent Embassy
05:25:37 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  Weâ€™ve got mic issues here at CERES
05:25:48 Tania Morsman 1820:  ok
05:25:57 Kristen Joy 1645:  Bree said she has spoken to Muddy...
05:27:09 Kristen Joy 1645:  Bree is the contact person I've been talking to from Chris Tomlinson 
    and the Alice Springs Elders crew
05:29:06 Tania Morsman 1820:  lol
05:29:19 Mark Rasmussen:  lol
05:29:27 Marte 1823:   Bikies can sell us ice
05:30:14 Tania Morsman 1820:  haha
05:31:14 Tania Morsman 1820:  whoa - numbers are not my thing
05:31:18 Tania Morsman 1820:  go Kate
05:31:20 Taisha FireCircle:  Agreed
05:31:32 Matt 1707:   Is Darrylle saying that he thinks more could be sold if more routes 
    were covered maybe?
05:31:45 Tania Morsman 1820:  i don't know
05:31:58 Tania Morsman 1820:  ahh
05:32:18 Tania Morsman 1820:  thanks Malcolm
05:32:55 Tania Morsman 1820:  yep i agree
05:33:21 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  muddy has some questions about the Aboriginal Village
05:34:11 Marte 1823:   in-appropriation
05:34:55 Marte 1823:   my ice melted last time - want my money back
05:35:04 Tania Morsman 1820:  lol
05:36:34 Marte 1823:   more detail
05:38:17 Kristen Joy 1645:  mama needs noo bootz
05:38:29 Tania Morsman 1820:  Taisha Elle ahs put in a budget for aall of us to receive it
05:39:15 Marte 1823:   PPE for all vollies
05:39:22 Tania Morsman 1820:  yep
05:39:28 CERES:   hand up
05:40:28 Marte 1823:   who is speaking?
05:40:47 Kristen Joy 1645:  one thing I've noticed is that the bulk leather gloves we often get are 
    not sized for women's hands, I know of a workwear company that 
    especially does women's workwear
05:41:31 Kristen Joy 1645:  https://www.shewear.com.au/
05:42:03 Peter Piro:   Maybe she thought she was a shoe in. It could be good for the sole & 
    a heeling experience 
05:42:22 Marte 1823:   dishwashing gloves never fit and are designed for women
05:44:35 Marte 1823:   approved the uncontested budgets
05:48:20 Kristen Joy 1645:  there are now some good durable, washable outdoor floor coverings, 
    I'm not a fan of our habit of accumulating rotting piles of carpet
05:48:20 Marte 1823:   Hydro grass
05:49:19 Mark Rasmussen:  lol
05:53:42 Mark Rasmussen:  Mask and snorkel required
05:54:59 Matt 1707:   Rangers don't do a static presence.Wellness has requested someone 
    on site.Static presence is different from response. Less mobile, but 
    they know the specific area better because they're specialised there.
05:55:19 Tania Morsman 1820:  thanks MAtt
05:55:36 Tania Morsman 1820:  oh cool
05:55:54 Tania Morsman 1820:  Enya will be awesome
05:56:26 Mark Rasmussen:  Please!
05:56:40 Kristen Joy 1645:  do we need to vote to extend the meeting again?
05:56:40 Matt 1707:   We have security for that. 'Police Academy' only need to raise the 
    alarm.
05:57:06 Marte 1823:   2 minutes to midnight 
05:57:12 AaronShipperlee:  Letâ€™s call them Bay Watch
05:58:08 Kristen Joy 1645:  let's not



05:58:20 Marte 1823:   all if avour of the uncontested budgets say "aye"
05:59:00 Marte 1823:   good
05:59:44 Tania Morsman 1820:  thank you Aaron - beautyfull chairing
06:00:11 Marte 1823:   brown motion
06:00:13 Tania Morsman 1820:  Sorry gise I'm heading off. thank you.
06:00:52 Marte 1823:   Bye Tania
06:01:22 Marte 1823:   just vote it down
06:02:47 Jessica Townsend 1715:  Getting deja vu .. 
06:03:14 CERES:   muddy said he hasnâ€™t spoke to Bree
06:04:41 CERES:   re the aboriginal budget. she apparently said she has spoken to  
    Muddy but Muddy wanted to let everyone know that they havenâ€™t 
    talked, sheâ€™s just messaged him (he hasnâ€™t even replied yet) 
    and that their budget is much much bigger than last year and he is 
    concerned about it.
06:05:34 CERES:   he says it has gone up hugely and itâ€™s not our local elders and to 
    give visitors that much and our own elders competitively much smaller 
    doesnâ€™t look nice
06:05:49 CERES:   comparatively
06:06:08 Kristen Joy 1645:  I don't think that muddy is getting any less because they are getting 
    more
06:08:52 Matt 1707:   Security.
06:08:53 CERES:   no but the fact that they are getting that much
06:10:06 Matt 1707:   Security as a last resort. But really, drumming needs to handle this 
    internally. Or be responsible for calling us and letting us know they 
    have a problem if they can't.We should never have to be opposed to 
    the drumming village. We should always be on the same side.
06:10:21 Scouse 1619:  I w3as there 2 years ago and could hear them outside the Cottage 
    24 / 7
06:12:39 Matt 1707:   The incident that Coral and I attended at drumming village last year 
    had a disturbing lack of support from the drumming village in reigning 
    in one of their own rogues. Some of that can be laid at the feet of 
    Barry's attitude/style. But Drummers need to take responsibility for 
    their own as well.
06:13:11 Kristen Joy 1645:  he is not one of their own, he was a random drummer behaving badly
06:13:12 Matt 1707:   Also, 'tincture' is a herb soaked in alcohol.
06:16:05 Matt 1707:   @Kristen. Then they should have called us and let us know they had a
    problem. As it was, they stood back and left it to us, didn't call the 
    rogue out, didn't tell him he was doing the wrong thing.I'll grant that 
    Barry had a particular manner which may have also complicated 
    things, but that doesn't absolve the drumming crew entirely.Confest is 
    about responsibility as much as freedom. You can't have one without t
    the other.
06:18:15 Kristen Joy 1645:  from what I know of the incident the drumming volunteers were asleep
06:18:18 Matt 1707:   Having said all that, drumming is the backdrop of Confest. It doens't 
    feel like a proper Confest if there aren't drums. I just wish they were a 
    bit more responsible.
06:18:26 Jessica Townsend 1715:  Borught them .. and kept them safe and tightedend when needed.  
06:18:31 Marte 1823:   I could charge out the hire of bikes
06:19:09 Kristen Joy 1645:  we cannot hold the drumming village volunteers responsible for the
behaviour of everyone with a drum
06:19:38 Jessica Townsend 1715:  I know I may be in the maynority , i like 24/7 drumming,,  becomes a 
    backdrop the lulls me to sleep, steps keep beat..  
06:20:31 Matt 1707:   @Kristen. You can when they're drumming in the drumming village 
    surrounded by drummers. And _no one_ was asleep. That was kind of
    the point.
06:21:49 Matt 1707:   A good drumming circle, which respects the tone of what people want 
    at different times of day, i.e., lulling people to sleep at night, waking 
    people gently, excited in the evening, is an asset to Confest.
06:22:54 Scouse 1619:  The constant deep drone is inescapable anywhere onsite
06:23:11 Matt 1707:   I like to pretend it's the engine of a ship.
06:23:32 Scouse 1619:  It upsets my heart rythm
06:23:50 Matt 1707:   You need a funkier heart.
06:24:11 Jessica Townsend 1715:  whoever is shuffling papers please turn off your mike. 
06:24:19 Scouse 1619:  In my camper I feel it through the ground at the Cottage
06:24:24 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  Woorooma is your mic on?
06:26:05 Marte 1823:   Someone is punching a bag
06:26:48 Elisa Brock:   Kate and Ceres, are you making the noise?  Maybe writing?
06:27:00 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  our mic is muted
06:27:00 Scouse 1619:  Sounds like a mechanical typewriter
06:27:06 Kate Sarah Shapiro:  and thereâ€™s no noise here



06:30:42 Kristen Joy 1645:  I'm not seeing this application in the applications mailbox
06:31:36 Elisa Brock:   Good on you for the tool inventory, Taisha
06:31:48 Troy Reid:   I couldn't find it either - only the one from the previous 
06:34:52 Elisa Brock:   Do we need a majority vote to continue though?
06:34:54 Peter Piro:   I'm off. bye everyone
06:35:05 Troy Reid:   Bye Peter
06:35:55 Kristen Joy 1645:  we are each responsible for our own knowledge and understanding of 
    the rules, especially directors
06:37:45 Matt 1707:   Agreed. More discussion some other time.
06:39:09 Elisa Brock:   We don't usually fund transport to ConFest, cheap tickets or food.
06:39:34 Marte 1823:   Get a $10 ticket and claim it back again
06:40:02 John Magor 1841:  Kristen - on quite a few levels, that's a really valid point.For all the 
    good that Directors do, and let's clear, Directors (and anyone else 
    trying to be involved in any of the commitees or volunteer roles) all 
    ought to be aware of this.
06:40:52 Jessica Townsend 1715:  lol
06:42:40 Kristen Joy 1645:  digital cicada
06:43:04 Elisa Brock:   alien cricket
06:43:11 Kristen Joy 1645:  g'night taisha
06:46:50 Matt 1707:   Are there any more villages or other things that haven't applied yet? Or
    are we calling an absolute cap on applications as of now?
06:47:09 CERES:   thatâ€™s right. please allow for them.
06:49:27 CERES:   thanks all
06:49:28 Jessica Townsend 1715:  night night all 
06:49:36 Marte 1823:   Good night everyone
06:53:29 Lindy Hunt:   can the sgm be the 2nd of April  instead of the first ?
06:53:42 CERES:   Iâ€™ve got to go as Craig and muddy need to go home.
06:53:49 CERES:   later peeps.
06:53:58 Elisa Brock:   good night all
06:54:02 CERES:   back on deck in the morning
06:54:33 Matt 1707:   Night night all. 
07:01:04 Troy Reid:   Night Matt
07:01:39 Troy Reid:   Gotta go sorry -- night night
07:22:11 Jessica Townsend 1715:  So so many people  don't stay long for exaclly those reasos 
07:23:07 Jessica Townsend 1715:  People have made complaints in the past and being routinly ignore.. or
    bullied 
07:28:27 John Magor 1841:  jessica - yep.
07:35:44 Jessica Townsend 1715:  things have not been left on site .. exacly because they keep  
    disapearing . 
07:36:09 Jessica Townsend 1715:  it's the only way a village can gantee they don't go missing currently . 
07:36:39 A Human:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1EAstPpxRxEYi7_itNFk_zGUqp-UglBwH_pV5X8EwNMY/edit#gid=0
07:36:49 A Human:   here is my view of budget
07:37:48 Jessica Townsend 1715:  Not really because the shipping contaionser on site have been broken 
    in to regulery according to reports 
07:39:04 Jessica Townsend 1715:  Yes but on a remote site with some time and a battery powered axel 
    grinder,,      is anything safe ? 
07:44:49 Scouse 1619:  Wer now have lots of cameras onsite Jessica recording 24 / 7
07:45:54 Scouse 1619:  We can access these cameras in Melbourne on any PC
07:49:03 Jessica Townsend 1715:  Good in theory  only . 
07:50:20 Scouse 1619:  Yes but it is a good way of keeping an eye on Woorooma when there 
    is no-one onsite.
07:52:59 Scouse 1619:  If we see someone breaking into a container we can call the Police in 
    real time.
07:53:13 Malcolm:     (xii) The Organising Committee will develop and follow financial and 
    reporting procedures as agreed to by the Board and the Cooperative's 
    Auditor.
07:59:47 A Human:   (iv) The Market Committee will follow financial procedures as set out 
    by the Board.
08:00:02 A Human:   (vii) The ConFest Committee will follow financial procedures as set out
    by the Board.
08:20:55 A Human:
https://sharepoint.dte.coop/oc/gsc/SitePages/Home.aspx?RootFolder=%2Foc%2Fgsc%2FShared%20Documents%2FCo
mpliance%20Documentation%2FWoorooma%2F2019%20Autumn%20ConFest%2FCurrent%20Files&FolderCTID=0x012
0008C5AE9E8495C2E40AEB7BABD42E534F8&View=%7B6B4A042F%2DFAFC%2D4FB3%2DA2B0%2DF82A8D948E1
C%7D
08:21:54 A Human:
https://sharepoint.dte.coop/oc/gsc/Shared%20Documents/Compliance%20Documentation/Woorooma/2019%20Autumn%
20ConFest/Current%20Files




